Science job presentation

By luke e
My choice

I chose Conservationist over Cartographer because I like the idea of charting maps. But I like the idea of preserving wildlife more. I like wildlife and if I had to choose a career revolving around science this would be it. It sounds fun to find animals in need and help them get back to health or give them the things necessary for survival.
What they do

As a wildlife conservationist your role would be to protect animals be it in a lab or out in the wild. Many conservationists work in zoos, national parks, and aquariums. Conservationists are scientists that deal in wildlife preservation. Certain conservationists can preserve land for animals like animal sanctuaries.

If you were to become a conservationist you would need a bachelor's degree. Some of the other degrees that are good to have to become a conservationist is a degree in biology, forestry, and agricultural science.
Conclusion

In conclusion I think I made the right choice picking conservationist over cartographer I like what they do more than the other. I like the idea of helping and saving animals. It would feel and be awesome to do that as a career.

Thank you for listening to my speech.